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     For my Shred Challenge Project, I took the “Psychology of Money” course. In 
this course, I learned how to change my mind and my brain to control my money. 
There are two parts, one is “The Heart Matter” and the other one is “The Head 
matters.” The course is basically focus on understand the emotion control and 
feeling of the money. Also, it talked about some money matter and understanding 
matter, such as self worth, buyer’s remorse cycle and stress of the financial 
problems…etc. My Shred Challenge project’s theme is “Magic”, so what I want to 
express is “Performing magic just like control your money”, you need to have 
enough experiences, practices and well mind control. In the piece, I made a pair 
of the magician’s hands, and they were performing magic, then a dove flew away 
from the magician’s hands. The dove represented the success of personal 
finance, and the hands represented how to control mind and feeling with these 
experiences and practices. I used a pair of gloves to form two hands, I put money 
shred in the gloves, and I also made wires in it, so I can bend the angles of 
fingers. The positions of the two hands were just like someone who was 
performing and controlling magic, each finger was full of spirit, and one hand was 
holding some poker cards. I used cardboard to make the hand sleeves, then I 
stuck hand and sleeve together. For the dove, I used some newspaper to form 
the shape, and I put paper towel on it, so I can paint on it. I also used some 
stronger wire to hold the dove, and I drilled a hold of the bottom part of the dove 
and the base (black cardboard and wood), then I stuck them together, because 
the dove was not going to attach the surface of the black cardboard, it was in the 
middle of air by holding with a wire. For the base (black cardboard and wood), I 
used hot glue gun to stick a piece of wood under the black cardboard, so the 
whole piece was stronger. I cut the black cardboard with utility knife. The patterns 
on the black cardboard were some geometry shapes, flowers, curls and butterfly. 
The reason why I’m cutting these patterns was that I want to show the magic 
clearly, those geometry shapes and curls represented the magic power. Flowers 
and butterfly represented the beauty of performing the magic, which also showed 
the happiness of the financial success.  


